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1 - Lava Lamp

Shan-Chan: Laura-Kun did you get Selania-Sama a birthday present?
Laura-Kun: Not yet. I keep asking her what she wants but all she's been saying is 'hn hn hn hn hn hn
hn'. Shan-Chan do you know what that means in English?
Shan-Chan: It means she wants a Glittery Blue Lava Lamp.
Laura-Kun: Thanks Shan-Chan. Do you want to come with me to Wal-Mart?
Shan-Chan: Sure. Here comes Selania-Sama. Act natural.
Laura-Kun: Sure. hn hn hn
Shan-Chan: Laura-Kun I said natural. Hey Selania-Sama.
Selania-Sama: hn hn hn hn hn hn
Shan-Chan: She said 'hi Shan-chan and Laura-Kun'
Laura-Kun: I know I think I got use to it now.
Shan-Chan: Lets go now.
*drives to Wal-Mart and goes inside* *goes to pixi stik aisle and gets sugar high* *goes to lava lamp
aisle and buys lots of lava lamp* *gets un-hyper and drives home* *unloads stuff into living room*
Laura-Kun: Oh My God!!!
Shan-Chan: What the ...
Laura-Kun: Shan-Chan why do we have so many lava lamps?
Shan-Chan: I don't know but I think we might have got them for the party and for Selania-Sama too.
Laura-Kun: Oh ok. But I still don't understand why.
Shan-Chan: Neither do I.
*phone rings* *Laura-Kun answers*
Laura-Kun: Hello
Selania-Sama: Hi Laura-Kun.
Laura-Kun: Selania-Sama! You're actually saying something other than hn.
Selania-Sama: Yeah
Shan-Chan: Laura-Kun tell Selania-Sama to come over we have a surprise for her.
Laura-Kun: Selania-Sama come over we have a surprise for you.
Selania-Sama: Ok be right over in a minute bye.
Laura-Kun: bye
*hangs up phone*
Shan-Chan: We better fix the house for the party
*20 minutes later*
Shan-Chan: There we're done.
Selania-Sama: Just in time too.
Shan-Chan & Laura-Kun: Selania-Sama you're here!
Selania-Sama: Yeah of course i'm here>
Erin: Hi everybody.
Shan-Chan, Selania-Sama, and Laura-Kun: Erin *screams*
Erin: Hi. Maybe I should visit my family in Michigan more often
Selania-Sama: But how did you know about the party?
Erin: I don't know I just figured I'd drop by to see how everyone was doing.



To Be Continued...
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